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You have found a magazine article about inventions by teenagers. Read the magazine 
article. 

 

Text 1 Magazine article 

 

 

❸ Algae Mobile 

When he was 17, Param Jaggi 
invented the Algae Mobile. It uses 
algae to turn carbon dioxide into 
clean air. Jaggi says that he keeps a 
sketchbook at home. Who knows 
when he will come up with another 
great invention? 

 

❶ Everyone ought to see these amazing inventions by 
teenagers! 

❷ 30-second phone charger 

Eesha Khare was only 18 when she 
invented a tool that charges a 
mobile phone in less than 30 
seconds. While a regular battery 
stops working after 1,000 charges, 
you can use this tool to charge your 
phone 10,000 times! 

 

❹ Medical rucksack 

Kylie Simonds had cancer when she was eight. During 
her treatment, she had difficulty walking around with a 
heavy drip stand. This experience led her to invent a 
light and portable rucksack. She thought that cancer 
patients should be able to move around easily while 
receiving medicine. She is raising funds to bring this 
invention to other children with cancer. 
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Comprehension 1 Your friend wants to know more about the magazine article. 
Read the magazine article and answer his questions. Fill in the blank or choose the 
best answer and blacken ONE circle. 
 

1  Eesha Khare’s invention _______. 

A is smaller than a standard battery 

B charges a mobile phone ten times faster than other chargers 

C can be used to charge a mobile phone many times     A B C D 

D makes mobile phones work more quickly        � � � � 

 

2  The Algae Mobile helps reduce _______ pollution.  

A land           C water       A B C D 

B air           D noise       � � � � 

 

3  Param Jaggi uses his sketchbook to _______. 

A answer the interview’s questions 

B write down any new ideas he can think of 

C write down information about algae          A B C D 

D draw what he sees every day            � � � � 

 

4  What does ‘This experience’ (line 22) refer to? 

A Recovering from cancer 

B Getting cancer at a young age  

C Going through cancer treatment           A B C D 

D Moving around with a drip stand           � � � � 

 

5  Paragraph 4 tells the reader _______. 

A why Kylie and other cancer patients need money 

B why Kylie had cancer 

C how Kylie’s invention could help children with cancer     A B C D 

D what Kylie thought about cancer           � � � � 

 
Complete the following comment section on the magazine’s social media website. Use 
ONE word for each blank. Answers should be grammatically correct. 
 
Ruby0123: Eeshe Khare’s invention is awesome for any (6) ____________ phone 

users. It has a (7) ____________ battery life than regular batteries in the 
market! 

852Andy: I like Algae Mobile because it makes the air (8) ____________. 

Kawaiigirl: I hope Kylie Simonds will receive enough (9) ____________ to make the 
lives of (10) ____________ patients easier. 


